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István Irsai was one of the greatest masters of Hungarian 
and Israeli graphic design. His lithographed posters 
made in the 1930’s are worth several thousand dollars 
today. He worked in the most fruitful period of Hungarian 
posters, in the era of matured modernism, while later in 
Israel he made dominant posters for the forming new 
state. Irsai’s oeuvre was split by the holocaust: he had 
to build his whole career twice, in two countries. It is 
probably due to this dual-based life in different periods 
that his works are less known by the public than he 
would deserve it.

As a matter of fact Irsai was more than a leading 
poster maker. His universal, modern approach could be 
detected in every aspect of their design. He had lots of 
innovative ideas that were well ahead of his time. For 
instance, he designed complete poster walls, taking into 
consideration the environment of the posters, too. He 
experimented with typographic techniques, as they were 
at his fingertips: he was directly involved in the printing 
process, he was the first in the world who printed giant 
posters. He created coherent visual identities (e.g. 
Lampart) – demonstrating an overall branding approach.

His oeuvre is not limited to graphics: he was an architect, 
interior designer, furniture designer, photographer, 
musician, painter and sculptor, art theorist and teacher 
as well. 



Let’s imagine the era when a poster design – including 
letters, too – had to be painted manually and designed 
with the help of compasses and rulers. Typography got a 
special emphasis in Irsai’s art. During his first Palestinian 
epoch (between 1926 and 1930) he developed the first, 
modern, block-like Hebrew font-type, the ‘Haim’, and 
used it in posters he designed during his first period in 
Eretz-Israel (between 1925 and 1930). He named it after 
Haim Nachman Bialik, the renowned poet and writer 
who supported him in face of the resistance of religious 
traditionalists to this project. Irsai’s modernization 
project has succeeded: The ‘Haim’ type is widely used to 
this day (including in newspaper headlines), he continued 
to design multiple additional fonts after it, and laid down 
the path for later designers to follow with further modern 
fonts ever since. 
Irsai was an active member of the Jewish circle of artists 
in Eretz-Israel: He co-founded the HaKumkum and later 
HaMatateh theatres, for which he made the mobile stages, 
set designs, and posters. He also designed houses in the 
Bauhaus style, drew small commercial graphics.



After his return to Hungary Irsai is soon ranked with 
the most significant designers of advertisements and 
becomes one of the most original artists of the modernist 
poster style derived from the Bauhaus. He designs 
commercial posters for leading companies, some of 
them, for example Nor-Coc and Lampart factory provide 
him with permanent commissions. His posters follow the 
modernist style: clear, geometric forms, accurate single 
line drawings, clean colours, modern block fonts, and 
dynamic balance. The world he creates in them, however, 
is not sterile at all: there is humour, playfulness and 
glamour in a great number of his works. His figures are 
retained in people’s memory: „Mari” in her blue polka-
dotted kerchief from the Lampart poster, the head of the 
peasant who is smoking Modiano cigarette, the Nor-Coc 
girl and her white beret. His success is shown also by the 
fact that his works and achievements were published and 
introduced in both Hungarian and foreign art magazines. 



In 1944 Irsai and his family – after their home in Budapest 
had become part of the Jewish Ghetto – joined the Kasztner 
rescue train. This decision took them on a 14-month 
odyssey of uncertainty through wartime Europe: Columbus 
camp, six months in the Bergen-Belsen camp, several 
refugee camps in Switzerland and Italy, with long arduous 
train journeys between each of them, until finally reaching 
Palestine. During his incarceration in the concentration 
camp, Irsai drew a series of postcards depicting life in 
the camp, expressing the limited living conditions using 
an equally restrained drawing style. These pictures are 
nevertheless aesthetically drawn, as the artistic form 
and the terrible content deliberately represent a sharp 
contrast. Facing the hopelessness of the camp, Irsai 
created the vision of a Jewish Pantheon to be erected in the 
then non-existing state of Israel. He intended to establish a 
park of monuments for Jewish leaders throughout history. 
Each monument is designed as a letter from the Hebrew 
alphabet – the initial of the leader which it is meant to 
immortalize. Thus, the written form of the language, the 
main carrier of culture, constitutes the core of the designed 
memorial.



After the year 1945 Irsai starts a new life in Israel. He 
makes lots of excellent posters for sales promotion and 
advertising purposes. He starts to work with brighter 
colours and to use definite stately symbols and striking 
signs. His familiar figures come back again: the children 
with chubby faces, profiles shown in silhouette, figures 
drawn accurately with a single line. 
Irsai’s posters demonstrate the issues of the newly forming 
state: building kibbutz’s and villages, organising social 
institutions, establishing a functioning society. He designs 
complex, powerful, impressive stately advertisements 
which become dominant in the self-image of the new, just 
forming modern state. 



Nevertheless, he does not lose his sense of humour under 
the recurrence of wars and economic hardships, as seen 
in his vivacious advertisements for the Tel Aviv Zoo. In the 
final period of his life he turns to painting and sculpture. 
The movement and vitality he explored in his graphic 
works brought his characters further out of the surface of 
the image, they eventually achieved a life of their own as 
self-standing metal sculptures. 
This time we can present only a rather limited selection of 
István Irsai’s rich oeuvre. We  do hope that the whole range 
of the Hungarian and Israeli posters along with the wider 
work created around them – so we can get acquainted with 
the complete oeuvre of this prolific artist. 
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